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Figure 1: We present TailorNet, a model to estimate the clothing deformations with fine details from input body shape, body

pose and garment style. From the left: the first two avatars show two different styles on the same shape, the following two

show the same two styles on another shape, and the last two avatars illustrate that our method works for different garments.

Abstract

In this paper, we present TailorNet, a neural model which

predicts clothing deformation in 3D as a function of three

factors: pose, shape and style (garment geometry), while

retaining wrinkle detail. This goes beyond prior models,

which are either specific to one style and shape, or general-

ize to different shapes producing smooth results, despite be-

ing style specific. Our hypothesis is that (even non-linear)

combinations of examples smooth out high frequency com-

ponents such as fine-wrinkles, which makes learning the

three factors jointly hard. At the heart of our technique

is a decomposition of deformation into a high frequency

and a low frequency component. While the low-frequency

component is predicted from pose, shape and style param-

eters with an MLP, the high-frequency component is pre-

dicted with a mixture of shape-style specific pose models.

The weights of the mixture are computed with a narrow

bandwidth kernel to guarantee that only predictions with

similar high-frequency patterns are combined. The style

variation is obtained by computing, in a canonical pose,

a subspace of deformation, which satisfies physical con-

straints such as inter-penetration, and draping on the body.

TailorNet delivers 3D garments which retain the wrinkles

∗Equal contribution.

from the physics based simulations (PBS) it is learned from,

while running more than 1000 times faster. In contrast to

classical PBS, TailorNet is easy to use and fully differen-

tiable, which is crucial for computer vision and learning al-

gorithms. Several experiments demonstrate TailorNet pro-

duces more realistic results than prior work, and even gen-

erates temporally coherent deformations on sequences of

the AMASS [34] dataset, despite being trained on static

poses from a different dataset. To stimulate further re-

search in this direction, we will make a dataset consisting

of 55800 frames, as well as our model publicly available at

https://virtualhumans.mpi-inf.mpg.de/tailornet/.

1. Introduction

Animating digital humans in clothing has numerous ap-

plications in 3D content production, games, entertainment

and virtual try on. The predominant approach is still physics

based simulation (PBS). However, the typical PBS pipeline

requires editing the garment shape in 2D with patterns,

manually placing it on the digital character and fine tuning

parameters to achieve desired results, which is laborious,

time consuming and requires expert knowledge. Moreover,

high quality PBS methods are computationally expensive,

complex to implement and to control, and are not trivially
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differentiable. For computer vision tasks, generative mod-

els of clothed humans need to be differentiable, easy to de-

ploy, and should be easy to integrate within CNNs, and to

fit them to image and video data.

In order to make animation easy, several works learn

efficient approximate models from PBS complied off-line.

At least three factors influence clothing deformation: body

pose, shape and garment style (by style we mean the gar-

ment geometry). Existing methods either model deforma-

tion due to pose [10, 29] for a fixed shape, shape and

pose [46, 18] for a fixed style, or style [58] for a fixed

pose. The aforementioned methods inspire our work; how-

ever, they do not model the effects of pose, shape and style

jointly, even though they are intertwined. Different gar-

ments deform differently as a function of pose and shape,

and garment specific models [46, 29, 17, 10] (1 style) have

limited use. Furthermore, existing joint models of pose and

shape [17, 8, 18] often produce over-smooth results (even

for a fixed style), and they are not publicly available. Con-

sequently, none of existing approaches has materialized in

a model which can be used to solve computer vision and

graphics problems.

What is lacking is a unified model capable of generating

different garment styles, and animating them on any body

shape in any pose, while retaining wrinkle detail. To that

end, we introduce TailorNet, a mixture of Neural Networks

(NN) learned from physics based simulations, which de-

composes clothing deformations into style, shape and pose

– this effectively approximates the physical clothing defor-

mation allowing intuitive control of synthesized animations.

In the same spirit as SMPL [32] for bodies, TailorNet learns

deformations as a displacements to a garment template in

a canonical pose, while the articulated motion is driven by

skinning. TailorNet can either take a real garment as input,

or generate it from scratch, and drape it on top of the SMPL

body for any shape and pose. In contrast to [17], our model

predicts how the garment would fit in reality, e.g., a medium

size garment is predicted tight on a large body, and loose on

a thin body.

Learning TailorNet required addressing several techni-

cal challenges. To generate different garment styles in a

static pose, we compute a PCA subspace using the pub-

licly available digital wardrobe of real static garments [6].

To generate more style variation while satisfying garment-

human physical constraints, we sample from the PCA sub-

space, run PBS for each sample, and recompute PCA again,

to obtain a static style subspace. Samples from this sub-

space produce variation in sleeve length, size and fit in a

static pose. To learn deformation as a function of pose and

shape, we generated a semi-real dataset by animating gar-

ments (real or samples from the static style subspace) using

PBS on top of SMPL [32] body for static SMPL poses, and

for different shapes.

Our first observation is that, for a fixed style (garment in-

stance) and body shape, predicting high frequency clothing

deformations as a function of pose is possible – perhaps sur-

prisingly, our experiments show that, for this task, a simple

multi-layer perceptron model (MLP) performs as well as

or better than Graph Neural Networks [31, 28] and Image-

decoder on a UV-space [29]. In stark contrast, straightfor-

ward prediction of deformation as a function of style, shape

and pose results in overly smooth un-realistic results. We

hypothesize that any attempt to combine training examples

smoothes out high frequency components, which explains

why previous models [46, 17, 18], even for a single style,

lack fine scale wrinkles and folds.

These key observations motivate the design of TailorNet:

we predict the clothing low frequency geometry with a sim-

ple MLP. High frequency geometry is predicted with a mix-

ture of high frequency style-shape specific models, where

each specific model consists of a MLP which predicts de-

formation as a function of pose, and the weights of the mix-

ture are obtained using a kernel which evaluates similarity

in style and shape. A kernel with a very narrow bandwidth,

prevents smoothing out fine scale wrinkles. Several experi-

ments demonstrate that our model generalizes well to novel

poses, predicts garment fit dependent on body shape, retains

wrinkle detail, can produce style variations for a garment

category (e.g., for T-shirts it produces different sizes, sleeve

lengths and fit type), and importantly is easy to implement

and control. To summarize, the main contributions of our

work are:

• The first joint model of clothing style, pose and shape

variation, which is simple, easy to deploy and fully dif-

ferentiable for easy integration with deep learning.

• A simple yet effective decomposition of mesh de-

formations into low and high-frequency components,

which coupled with a mixture model, allows to retain

high-frequency wrinkles.

• A comparison of different methods (MLP, Graph Neu-

ral Nets and image-to-image translation on UV-space)

to predict pose dependent clothing deformation.

• To stimulate further research, we make available a

Dataset of 20 aligned real static garments, simulated in

1782 poses, for 9 body shapes, totaling 55800 frames.

Several experiments show that our model generalizes to

completely new poses of the AMASS dataset (even though

we did not use AMASS to train our model), and produces

variations due to pose, shape and style, while being more

detailed than previous style specific models [46, 18]. Fur-

thermore, despite being trained on static poses, TailorNet

produces smooth continuous animations.
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2. Related Work

There are two main approaches to animation of clothing:

physics based simulation (PBS), and efficient data-driven

models learned from offline PBS, or real captures.

Physics Based Simulation (PBS). Super realistic anima-

tions require simulating millions of triangles [53, 47, 22],

which is computationally expensive. Many works focus

on making simulation efficient [16] by adding wrinkles to

low-resolution simulations [15, 25, 26, 55], or using sim-

pler mass-spring models [43] and position based dynam-

ics [38, 37] compromising accuracy and physical correct-

ness for speed. Tuning the simulation parameters is a te-

dious task that can take weeks. Hence, several authors at-

tempted to infer physical parameters mechanically [35, 57],

from multi-view video [45, 63, 50], or from perceptual

judgments of humans [49], but they only work in controlled

settings and still require running PBS. PBS approaches typ-

ically require designing garments in 2D, grading them, ad-

justing them to the 3D body, and fine tuning parameters,

which can take hours if not weeks, even for trained experts.

Data-driven cloth models. One way to achieve realism

is to capture real clothing on humans from images [6, 5, 3,

4, 19], dynamic scans [41, 39] or RGBD [52, 51] and re-

target it to novel shapes, but this is limited to re-animating

the same motion on a novel shape. While learning pose-

dependent models from real captures [62, 29, 33] is def-

initely an exciting route, accurately capturing sufficient

real data is still a major challenge. Hence, these mod-

els [62, 29, 33] only demonstrate generalization to motions

similar to the training data.

Another option is to generate data with PBS, and learn

efficient data-driven models. Early methods relied on linear

auto-regression or efficient nearest neighbor search to pre-

dict pose [10, 26, 56], or pose and shape dependent clothing

deformation [17]. Recent ones are based on deep learning,

and vary according to the factor modeled (style or pose and

shape), the data representation, and architecture used. Style

variation is predicted from a user sketch with a VAE [58]

but the pose is fixed. For a single style, pose and shape vari-

ation is regressed with MLPs and RNNs [46, 62], or Graph-

NNs that process body and garment [18]. Pose effects

are predicted with a normal map [29] or a displacement

map [23, 60] in UV-space. These models [10, 18, 17] tend

to produce over-smooth results, with the exception of [29],

but the model is trained for a single garment and subject,

and as mentioned before generalization to in the wild mo-

tions (for example CMU [11]) is not demonstrated. Since

there is no consensus on what representation and learning

model is best suited for this task, for a fixed style and shape,

we compare representations and architectures, and find that

MLPs perform as well as more sophisticated Graph-NNs or

image-to-image translation on UV-space. While we draw

inspiration from previous works, unlike our model, none of

them can jointly model style, pose and shape variation.

Pixel based models. An alternative to 3D cloth modeling

is to retrieve and warp images and videos [61, 9]. Recent

methods use deep learning to generate pixels [20, 14, 13,

64, 66, 68, 21, 44, 54, 67], often guided by 2D warps, or

smooth 3D models [30, 65, 59, 48], or learn to transfer tex-

ture from cloth images to 3D models [36]. They produce

(at best) photo-realistic images in controlled settings, but do

not capture the 3D shape of wrinkles, cannot easily control

motion, view-point, illumination, shape and style.

3. Garment Model Aligned with SMPL

Our base garment template is aligned with SMPL [32] as

done in [41, 6]. SMPL represents the human body M(·) as

a parametric function of pose(θ) and shape(β)

M(β,θ) = W (T (β,θ), J(β),θ,W) (1)

T (β,θ) = T+Bs(β) +Bp(θ). (2)

composed of a linear function T (β,θ) which adds displace-

ments to base mesh vertices T ∈ R
n×3 in a T-pose, fol-

lowed by learned skinning W (·). Specifically, Bp(·) adds

pose-dependent deformations, and Bs(·) adds shape depen-

dent deformations. W are the blend weights of a skeleton

J(·).
We obtain the garment template topology as a submesh

(with vertices TG ∈ R
m×3) of the SMPL template, with

vertices T. Formally, the indicator matrix I ∈ Z
m×n eval-

uates to Ii,j = 1 if garment vertex i ∈ {1 . . .m} is associ-

ated with body shape vertex j ∈ {1 . . . n}. The particular

garment style draped over M(β,θ) in a 0-pose is encoded

as displacements D over the unposed body shape T (θ,β).
Since the garment is associated with the underlying SMPL

body, previous works [6, 41] deform every clothing vertex

with its associated SMPL body vertex function. For a given

style D, shape β and pose θ, they deform clothing using the

un-posed SMPL function Tθ,β)

TG(β,θ,D) = I T (β,θ) +D, (3)

followed by the SMPL skinning function in Eq. 1

G(β,θ,D) = W (TG(β,θ,D), J(β),θ,W). (4)

Since D is fixed, this assumes that clothing deforms in the

same way as the body, which is a practical but clearly over-

simplifying assumption. Like previous work, we also de-

compose deformation as a non-rigid component (Eq. 3) and

an articulated component (Eq. 3), but unlike previous work,

we learn non-rigid deformation D as a function of pose,

style and shape. That is, we learn true clothing variations as

we explain in the next section.
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Figure 2. Overview of our model to predict the draped garment with style γ on the body with pose θ and shape β. Low frequency of

the deformations are predicted using a single model. High frequency of pose dependent deformations for K prototype shape-style pairs

are separately computed and mixed using a RBF kernel to get the final high frequency of the deformations. The low and high frequency

predictions are added to get the unposed garment output, which is posed to using standard skinning to get the garment.

Method Static/Dynamic Pose Shape Style Model Dataset

Variations Variations Variations Public Public

Santesteban et al. [46] Dynamic ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

Wang et al. [58] Static ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

DeepWrinkles [29] Dynamic ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

DRAPE [17] Dynamic ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

GarNet [18] Static ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓

Ours Static ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Table 1. Comparison of our method with other works. Ours is the first method to model the garment deformations as a function of pose,

shape and style. We also make our model and dataset public for further research.

4. Method

In this section, we describe our decomposition of cloth-

ing as non-rigid deformation (due to pose, shape and style)

and articulated deformation, which we refer to as un-posing

(Section 4.1). The first component of our model is a sub-

space of garment styles which generates variation in A-

pose (Section 4.2). As explained in the introduction, pose-

models specific to a fixed shape and style (explained in

Section 4.3), do preserve high-frequencies, but models that

combine different styles and shapes produce overly smooth

results. Hence, at the heart of our technique is a model,

which predicts low frequency with a straight-forward MLP,

and high-frequency with a mixture model Sections 4.2–4.4.

An overview of our method is shown in Fig. 2.

4.1. Unposing Garment Deformation

Given a set of simulated garments G for a given pose

θ and shape β, we first disentangle non-rigid deformation

from articulation by un-posing – we invert the skinning

W (·) function

D = W−1(G, J(β),θ,W)− I T (β,θ), (5)

and subtract the body shape in a canonical pose, obtain-

ing un-posed non-rigid deformation D as displacements

from the body. Since joints J(·) are known, computing

W−1(·) in Eq. 5 entails un-posing every vertex v̂j =
(
∑

k Wk,jHk(θ, J(β)))
−1vj , where Hk(θ, J(β)) ∈

SE(3) are the part transformation matrices, and v̂j ∈ R
3

is the un-posed vertex. Non-rigid deformation D in the un-

posed space is affected by body pose, shape and the garment

style (size, sleeve length, fit). Hence, we propose to learn

deformation D as a function of shape β, pose θ and style γ,

i.e. D(β,θ,γ) : R|θ| × R
|β| × R

|γ| 7→ R
m×3. The model

should be realistic, easy to control and differentiable.

4.2. Generating Parametric Model of Style

We generate style variation γ in A-pose by computing

a PCA subspace using the public 3D garments of [6]. Al-
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though the method of Bhatnagar et al. [6] allows to transfer

the 3D garment to a body shape in a canonical pose and

shape ({G(θ0,β0,Di)}), physical constraints might be vi-

olated – garments are sometimes slightly flying on top of

the body, and wrinkles do not correspond to an A-pose.

In order to generate style variation while satisfying physics

constraints, we alternate sampling form the PCA space and

running PBS on the samples. We already find good results

alternating PBS and PCA two times, to obtain a sub-space

of style variation in a static A-pose – with PCA coefficients

γ. Fig. 3 shows the parametric style space for t-shirt. This

is however, a model in a fixed A-pose and shape. Different

garment styles will deform differently as a function of pose

and shape. In Section 4.3 we explain our style-shape spe-

cific model of pose, and in Section 4.4 we describe our joint

mixture model for varied shapes and styles.

4.3. Single StyleShape Model

For a fixed garment style γ and a fixed body shape β pair,

denoted as φ = (γ,β) ∈ X , we take paired simulated data

of body poses and garment displacements {(θi,D
φ
i )} ,com-

puted according to Eq. 5, and train a model Dφ : R|θ| −→
R

m×3 to predict pose dependent displacements. In partic-

ular, we train Dφ using a multi-layer perceptron(MLP) to

minimize the L1-loss between the predicted displacements

Dφ(θi) and the ground-truth displacements D
φ
i . We ob-

serve that Dφ predicts reasonable garment fit along with

fine-scale wrinkles and generalizes well to unseen poses,

but this model is specific to a particular shape and style.

4.4. TailorNet

For the sake of simplicity, it is tempting to directly

regress all non-rigid clothing deformations as function of

pose, shape and style jointly, i.e., learning D(θ, φ) : R|θ| ×
X 7→ R

m×3 directly with an MLP. However, our experi-

ments show that, while this produces accurate predictions

quantitatively, qualitatively results are overly smooth lack-

ing realism. We hypothesize that any attempt to combine

geometry of many samples with varying high frequency

(fine wrinkles) smoothes out the details. This might be a po-

tential explanation for the smooth results obtained in related

works [46, 18, 17] – even for single style models. Our idea

is to decompose garment mesh vertices, in an unposed space

Ĝ = W−1(G, J(β),θ,W), into a smooth low-frequency

shape ĜLF , and a high frequency shape ĜHF with diffu-

sion flow. Let f(x, t) : G 7→ R be a function on the garment

surface, then it is smoothed with the diffusion equation:

∂f(x, t)

∂t
= λ∆f(x, t) (6)

which states that the function changes over time by a scalar

diffusion coefficient λ times its spatial Laplacian ∆f . In or-

der to smooth mesh geometry, we apply the diffusion equa-

Figure 3. Overview of T-shirt style space. First component(top)

and second component(middle) changes the overall size and the

sleeve length respectively. Sampling from this style space gener-

ates a wide range of T-shirt styles (bottom). For the first two rows,

corresponding components are −1.5σ, 0, 1.5σ from left to right.

tion to the vertex coordinates gi ∈ Ĝ (which are interpreted

as a discretized function on the surface)

gi = gi + λ∆gi, (7)

where ∆gi is the discrete Laplace-Beltrami operator ap-

plied at vertex gi, and λ and the number of iterations control

the level of smoothing. Eq. 7 is also known as Laplacian

smoothing [12, 7]. We use λ = 0.15 and 80 iterations,

to obtain a smooth low-frequency mesh ĜLF and a high-

frequency residual ĜHF = Ĝ − ĜLF . We then subtract

the body shape IT (β,θ) as in Eq. 5, and predict displace-

ment components separately as

D(θ, φ) = DLF (θ, φ) +

K
∑

k=1

Ψ(φ, φk)D
HF
φ,k (θ), (8)

where the low-frequency component is predicted with an

MLP DLF (θ, φ) (smooth but accurate), whereas the high

frequency component is predicted with a mixture of style-

shape φ = (γ,β) specific models of pose DHF
φ (θ). As we

show in the experiments, style-shape φ specific high fre-

quency models retain details. We generalize to new shape-

styles beyond the prototypes DHF
φk

(θ) with a convex com-

bination of specific models. The mixture weights are com-

puted with a kernel Ψ(φ1, φ2) : X ×X 7→ R with a narrow

bandwidth to combine only similar wrinkle patterns

Ψ(φ, φk) = exp

(

−
dist (g(φ), g(φk))

σx

)

, (9)
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where g(φ) : X 7→ R
m×3 is a shallow MLP which

maps from style-shape to the garment displacements D in a

canonical A-pose. Ideally, the kernel should measure simi-

larity in style and shape, but this would require simulating

training data for every possible pose-shape-style combina-

tion, which is inefficient and resource intensive. Our key

simplifying assumption is that two garments on two dif-

ferent people will deform similarly if their displacements

g(φ) = D to their respective bodies is similar – this mea-

sures clothing fit similarity. While this is an approximation,

it works well in practice.

The bandwidth σx is a free-parameter of our model, al-

lowing to generate varying high-frequency detail. We find

qualitatively good results by keeping σx small in order to

combine only nearby samples. We postprocess the output

to remove the garment intersections with the body.

Choosing K Style-Shape Prototypes For each chosen

style-shape pair, we simulate a wide variety of poses, which

is time consuming. Hence, we find K prototype shape-

styles φ such that they cover the space of static displace-

ments in A-pose D(β,θ0,γ). Specifically, we want to

choose K style-shape pairs such that any other shape-styles

can be approximated as a convex combination of prototypes

with least error – this is a non-convex problem with no

global optimum guarantees. While iterative methods like K-

SVD [2] might yield better coverage, here we use a simple

but effective greedy approach to choose good prototypes.

We take a dataset of X garments {D(θ0, φ)}i=1...X in

different styles γi draped on different body shapes βi in

canonical pose. We start with a pool of 9 body shapes in

one common style and try to fit each of the other style-shape

pairs as a convex combination of this pool. Then we take the

style-shape with the highest approximation error and add it

to the pool. We repeat this process until we get the pool of

K style-shape pairs. We find all shape-styles can be well

approximated when K > 20. Thus, we use K = 20 here.

5. Dataset

We learn our model from paired data of parameters and

the garment which we obtained from simulation. We use a

commercial 3D cloth design and simulation tool Marvelous

Designer [1] to simulate these garments. Instead of design-

ing and positioning garments manually, we use the publicly

available digital wardrobe [6] captured from the real world

data which includes variations in styles, shapes and poses.

Although we describe our dataset generation with reference

to T-shirt, method remains the same for all garments.

5.1. Garments to Generate Styles

We first retarget [41] the 3D garments from the dig-

ital wardrobe [6] to the canonical shape(β0) and slowly

simulate them to canonical pose(θ0). We get the dataset

{G(β0,θ0,Di)} of 43 garments to learn style-space as in

Section 4.2. However, the learnt style-space may not be in-

tuitive due to limited variation in the data, and may contain

irregular patterns and distortions owing to the registration

process. So we sample 300 styles from this PCA model,

simulate them again to get a larger dataset with less distor-

tions. With 2 iterations of PCA and simulation, we generate

consistent and meaningful style variations. We find first 2

PCA components enough to represent γ parameters. See

Figure 3.

5.2. Shape, Pose and Style Variations

We choose 9 shapes manually as follows. We sample the

first two shape components β at 4 equally spaced intervals,

while leaving the other components to zero. To these 4 ×
2 = 8 shapes, we add canonical zero shape β0. We choose

25 styles in a similar way - by sampling the first two sytle

γ components.

We simulate all combinations of shapes and styles in

canonical pose, which results in 25 × 9 = 225 instances.

We choose 20 prototypes out of 225 style-shape pairs as

training style-shape pairs using the approach mentioned in

Section 4.4. We randomly choose 20 more style-shape pairs

for testing.

5.3. Simulation details

For pose variations, we use 1782 static SMPL poses, in-

cluding a wide range of poses, including extreme ones. For

a given style-shape φk and poses {θi}, we simulate them

in one sequence. The body starts with canonical pose and

greedily transitions to the nearest pose until all poses are

traversed. To avoid dynamic effects (in this paper we are

interested in quasi static deformation), we insert linearly in-

terpolated intermediate poses, and let the garment relax for

few frames. PBS simulation fails sometimes, and hence we

remove frames with self-interpenetration from the dataset.

For training style-shape pairs, we simulate SMPL poses

with interpolated poses. For testing style-shape pairs, we

simulate a subset of SMPL poses with a mix of seen and

unseen poses. Finally, we get 4 splits as follows: (1) train-

train : 20 training style-shape pairs each with 2600 train-

ing poses. (2) train-test : 20 training style-shape pairs each

with 179 unseen poses. (3) test-train : 20 testing style-shape

pairs each with 35 training poses. (4) test-test : 20 testing

style-shape pairs each with 131 unseen poses.

6. Experiments

We evaluate our method on T-Shirt quantitatively and

qualitatively and compare it to our baseline, and previous

works. Our baseline and TailorNet use several MLPs - each

of them has two hidden layers with ReLU activation and

a dropout layer. We arrive to optimal hyperparameters by
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tuning our baseline, and then keep them constant to train all

other MLPs. See suppl. for more details.

6.1. Results of Single StyleShape Model

We train single style-shape models DHF
φ (θ) on K style-

shape pairs separately. The mean per vertex test error of

each model varies depending upon the difficulty of partic-

ular style-shape. The average error across all K models is

8.04 mm with maximum error of 14.50 mm for a loose fit-

ting, and minimum error of 6.56 mm for a fit fitting.

For single style-shape model, in the initial stages of the

work, we experimented with different modalities of 3D

mesh learning: UV map, similar to [29], and graph con-

volutions (Graph CNN) on the garment mesh. For learning

UV map, we train a decoder from the input pose parame-

ters to UV map of the garment displacements. For Graph

CNN [27] by putting the input θ on each node of the graph

input. We report results on two style-shape pairs in Table 2,

which shows that a simple MLP is sufficient to learn pose

dependent deformations for a fixed style-shape φ.

Figure 4. Results on unseen pose, shape and style. Prediction by

[46] (left), our mixture model (right). Note that our mixture model

is able to retain more meaningful folds and details on the garment.

Style-shape MLP UV Decoder Graph CNN

Loose-fit 14.5 15.9 16.1

Tight-fit 10.1 11.4 11.7

Table 2. Mean per vertex error in mm for the pose dependent

prediction by MLP, UV Decoder and Graph CNN for two style-

shapes.

6.2. Results of TailorNet

We define our baseline fBL(β,θ,γ) : R|θ|+|β|+|γ| →
R

m×3 implemented as a MLP to predict the displacements.

Table 3 shows that our mixture model outperforms the base-

line by a slight margin on 3 testing splits.

Figure 5. Baseline method (left) smooths out the fine details over

the garment. TailorNet (middle) is able to retain as many wrinkles

as PBS groundtruth (right).

Figure 6. (left) Mixing the outputs of prototypes directly without

decomposition smooths out the fine details. (right) The decom-

position into high and low frequencies allows us to predict good

garment fit with details.

Split Style-shape Pose Our Our Mixture

No. set set Baseline Model

2 train test 10.6 10.2

3 test train 11.7 11.4

4 test test 11.6 11.4

Table 3. Mean per vertex error in mm for 3 testing splits in Sec-

tion 5.3. Our mixture performs slightly better than the baseline

quantitatively, and significantly better qualitatively.

Qualitatively, TailorNet outperforms the baseline and

previous works. Figure 4 shows the garment predicted by

Santesteban et al. [46] and our mixture model. Figure 5

shows the qualitative difference between the output by Tai-

lorNet and our baseline trained on the same dataset.

To validate our choice to decompose high and low fre-

quency details, we consider a mixture model where individ-

ual MLPs predict style-shape dependent displacements di-

rectly without decomposition. Figure 6 shows that although

it can approximate the overall shape well, it looses the fine

wrinkles. TailorNet retains the fine details and provides in-

tuitive control over high frequency details.

Sequences of AMASS [34]: TailorNet generalizes

(some poses shown in Fig. 7) despite being trained on com-
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Figure 7. Left: Predictions of TailorNet for multiple garments and completely unseen poses. Right: TailorNet prediction with a real texture.

pletely different poses. Notably, the results are temporally

coherent, despite not modelling the dynamics. See suppl.

video for visualization.

6.3. Multiple Garments

To show the generalizability of TailorNet, we trained it

separately for 3 more garments - Shirt, Pants and Skirt.

Since skirt do not follow the topology of template body

mesh, we attach a skirt template to the root joint of

SMPL [41]. For each of these garments, we simulate the

dataset for 9 shapes with a common style and trained the

model. Figure 7 shows the the detailed predictions by Tai-

lorNet. Since we use the base garments, which come from

a real digital wardrobe [6], we can also transfer the textures

from real scan on our predictions.

6.4. Runtime Performance

We implement TailorNet using PyTorch [40]. On a gam-

ing laptop with an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060 GPU and

Intel i7 CPU, our approach runs from 1 to 2 ms per frame,

which is 1000 times faster than PBS it is trained from. Just

on CPU, it runs 100 times faster than PBS.

7. Discussion and Conclusion

TailorNet is the first data-driven clothing model of pose,

shape and style. The experiments show that a simple MLP

approximates clothing deformations with an accuracy of 11
mm, which is as good as more sophisticated graph-CNN, or

displacements prediction in UV-space, but shares the same

limitations with existing methods: when it is trained with

different body shapes (and styles in our case) results are

overly smooth and lack realism. To address this, we pro-

posed a model which predicts low and high frequencies sep-

arately. Several experiments show that our narrow band-

width mixture model to predict high-frequency preserves

significantly more detail than existing models, despite hav-

ing a much harder task, that is, modelling pose dependent

deformation as a function of shape and style jointly.

In future work, we plan to fit the model to scans, im-

ages and videos, and will investigate refining it using video

data in a self-supervised fashion, or using real 3D cloth cap-

tures [41]. We also plan to make our model sensitive to

the physical properties of the cloth fabric and human soft-

tissue [42].

Our TailorNet 1000 times faster than PBS, allows easy

control over style, shape and pose without manual edit-

ing. Furthermore, the model is differentiable, which is

crucial for computer vision and learning applications. We

will make TailorNet and our dataset publicly available, and

will continuously add more garment categories and styles

to make itl even more widely useable. TailorNet fills a key

missing component in existing body models like SMPL and

ADAM [32, 24]: realistic clothing, which is necessary for

animation of virtual humans, and to explain the complexi-

ties of dressed people in scans, images, and video.
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